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Abstract— This paper addresses relativistic effects in bistatic
and multistatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems and
missions. It is shown that the use of different reference frames
for bistatic SAR processing and bistatic radar synchronization
is prone to notable phase and time errors. These errors are
a direct consequence of the relativity of simultaneity and can
be explained in good approximation within the framework of
Einstein’s special theory of relativity. Using the invariance of
the space-time interval, an analytic expression is derived that
shows that the time and phase errors increase with increasing
along-track distance between the satellites. The predicted errors
are in excellent agreement with measurements from TanDEM-X
and provide a satisfactory explanation for previously observed
digital elevation map (DEM) height offsets that exceeded ±10 m.
Consideration of the unexpected relativistic effects is essential for accurate DEM generation in TanDEM-X and has in
the meantime been implemented in the operational processing
chain.
Index Terms— Bistatic, interferometry, multistatic, radargrammetry, relativity, simultaneity, synchronization, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR), TanDEM-X.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ISTATIC and multistatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
systems operate with distinct transmit and receive antennas that are mounted on separate platforms. The spatial
separation enables new radar imaging modes and is well
suited to increase the capability, flexibility, and performance
of SAR systems and missions, thereby allowing the acquisition of novel information products [1]–[4]. A prominent
example is the TanDEM-X mission, where a global digital
elevation model (DEM) is acquired with two X-band SAR
satellites flying in close formation [5]. The standard acquisition mode in TanDEM-X is the so-called bistatic mode,
where one satellite illuminates the scene with a sequence of
radar pulses and both satellites receive the scattered signal
echoes from the ground. The simultaneous reception by two
receivers makes not only efficient use of the transmitted
signal energy but also minimizes the impact of temporal
decorrelation.
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The capabilities of bistatic and multistatic SAR missions are
accompanied by new challenges regarding radar system implementation, operation, and product generation. Well-known
challenges are time and phase synchronization, relative position sensing, selection of appropriate transmitter and receiver
trajectories, joint antenna steering, avoidance of mutual irradiation, and bistatic SAR processing [6]–[10]. Up until now, the
topics bistatic radar synchronization, relative position sensing,
and bistatic SAR processing have been treated almost independently. In doing so, an important aspect has been neglected.
Radar time and phase synchronization are typically performed
(and thought of) in a platform-based reference frame, while an
earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) reference frame is usually
employed to specify the platform ephemerides and the bistatic
SAR processing equations. In this paper, we will show that the
unreflected mixture of different reference frames for bistatic
SAR data acquisition and bistatic SAR processing may cause
notable localization and phase errors in the focused bistatic
SAR images. For most bistatic and multistatic SAR systems,
these errors can be well approximated and corrected for
by considering the space-time relations between two inertial
reference frames as established in Einstein’s special theory of
relativity. The predicted phase and localization errors and their
dependence on the formation geometry are in good agreement
with systematic latitude-dependent DEM offsets that have been
observed by evaluating a large number of bistatic TanDEM-X
data takes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains
the difference between the reference frames used for bistatic
SAR processing and bistatic radar synchronization. Section III
forms the core of this paper and shows the peculiarities
that arise if SAR processing and SAR system synchronization are performed in different reference frames. Section IV
provides examples from TanDEM-X that illustrate the time and
phase errors arising from using different space-time reference
frames. This paper concludes with a discussion and a short
summary in Sections V and VI, respectively.
II. R EFERENCE F RAMES
A. Bistatic Radar Synchronization
A prerequisite for high-quality bistatic and multistatic SAR
imaging is an accurate synchronization between the transmitter
and receiver radar systems. To this end, several techniques
have been suggested, ranging from a tethered radar system
over the use of ultrastable clocks up to a direct RF link
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Fig. 2. Bistatic SAR data acquisition as seen from an ECEF reference frame
where the scene is stationary and the satellites move.

Fig. 1. Bistatic SAR data acquisition as seen from a platform-centered
reference frame. The satellites are stationary, while the scene moves with
velocity v as indicated by the red arrow. After synchronization, the clocks
of the TSX and TDX satellites are assumed to show exactly the same
times within this reference frame. A time interval t elapses between the
transmission of a radar pulse by the TSX satellite and its reception by the
TDX satellite.

TSX and TDX denote the transmitter and receiver satellites,
which are separated by a constant along-track baseline B.
Note that, while the satellites are stationary, the scene on the
ground moves relative to this frame with velocity v. In this
platform-centered reference frame, the time interval between
the transmission and reception of a radar pulse is denoted t.
C. Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed Frame

[11]–[14].1 A common feature of all these synchronization
techniques is that they have the same ultimate goal, namely to
establish a common time basis for the transmitter and receiver
clocks. A tacit assumption, which was never made explicit,
is that the clock synchronization is performed in a reference
frame that is linked to the transmitter and receiver platforms.
This means that, after synchronization, an observer flying
together with the satellites sees all involved clocks showing
exactly the same time. We will see later that this may imply
that the clocks are no longer synchronous if they are looked
at from a different reference frame.
B. Platform-Centered Frame
For the sake of argument, we assume in the following
that the transmitter and receiver platforms move with the
same constant velocity, so that their positions can be considered stationary in a platform-centered reference frame.
We also assume that the transmitter and receiver clocks are
perfectly synchronized within the platform-centered reference
frame, independent of the actually employed synchronization
technique.2 Fig. 1 provides an illustration of this situation.
1 In TanDEM-X, a special type of direct synchronization link has been
implemented where short radar pulses are periodically exchanged between
the two satellites via a pair of preselected horn antennas [5]. An appropriate
processing of the synchronization signals allows then the retrieval of the
bistatic phase with a relative accuracy in the order of 1° in X-band, a
value which has been confirmed during the bistatic commissioning phase of
TanDEM-X [15], [16]. This phase accuracy corresponds to a relative time
accuracy below 1 ps.
2 For this, one may simply think of two highly accurate atomic clocks that
are first synchronized at the same position and then slowly separated to the
actual platform positions (such a procedure may pose some peculiarities in
a noninertial rotating reference frame, the discussion of which is beyond the
scope of this paper).

A different picture arises if one considers the bistatic SAR
data acquisition from an ECEF reference frame (Fig. 2).
The platform ephemerides are typically supplied in this frame,
where the earth’s surface remains stationary and the satellites
are assumed to move along their corresponding trajectories.
It is common praxis to provide the full geometric description of the bistatic data acquisition and the associated SAR
processing equations in this frame [17]–[21]. Note that the
along-track baseline between the satellites differs by v · (rbi /c)
from that provided in the platform-centered reference frame if
one compares the transmit and receive events. Here, v denotes
the receiver velocity, rbi is the bistatic range, and c is the speed
of light.
III. R ELATIVISTIC E FFECTS
A. Relativity of Simultaneity
In 1905, Albert Einstein propounded his Special Theory of
Relativity [22]. According to this theory, the speed of light is
an invariant, which means that it always has the same value,
independent of the inertial reference frame one uses to describe
a physical system. An immediate consequence of this postulate
is the so-called nonsimultaneity of events. This means that two
spatially separated events which occur at the same time in one
reference frame may no longer be simultaneous in another
reference frame that moves relative to the first one.
To better understand the relativity of simultaneity and
its consequences for bistatic SAR imaging, we consider a
gedanken experiment where a virtual “synchronization satellite” is placed in the middle between the TSX and TDX
satellites. The objective of the synchronization satellite is to
transmit a radar pulse which is then recorded by the two
tandem satellites TSX and TDX. Fig. 3 illustrates this situation
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the gedanken experiment. A virtual satellite placed
between TDX and TSX transmits pulses (red) that arrive at the same time
(i.e., simultaneously) in the platform-centered reference frame.

as seen from a satellite-based reference frame. It is clear that
the pulse arrives at TSX and TDX at the same time since
the “synchronization satellite” is placed in the middle of the
satellite pair.
A concise representation of the previous situation can be
obtained by using a space-time diagram as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Here, the time axis t is represented by the vertical direction,
and two out of the three spatial dimensions are represented by
the horizontal x 1 x 2 planes. The left-hand side shows the spacetime diagram for the satellite-based reference frame, while the
right-hand side shows the space-time diagram for the ECEF
frame. The spatial coordinates (x 1 , x 2 ) of the TSX and TDX
satellites remain constant within the satellite-based reference
frame, whereas they continuously change their positions with
time in the ECEF frame.
Let us now assume that, at some time t0 , a radar pulse
(or a set of photons) is transmitted from a virtual satellite
located at the midpoint between the two satellites TSX and
TDX. In free space (or in any other isotropic medium), the
pulse will propagate along a spherical wavefront. This wave
propagation is illustrated in Fig. 4 in two spatial dimensions
via a red cone.3 According to Einstein’s basic postulate of special relativity, the speed of light (or of any other electromagnetic wave propagation) in empty space is the same for all inertial observers, regardless of the state of motion of the source.
This means that the speed of light remains invariant under all
linear space-time coordinate transformations. In consequence,
the red cone must be the same in both the satellite frame shown
on the left of Fig. 4 and the ECEF frame shown on the right.
It becomes evident that the pulse arrives simultaneously at the
two satellites within the satellite reference frame [Fig. 4(a)].
On the other hand, the pulse arrives first at TDX and only
after some delay at TSX if one looks at the same physical
situation from the ECEF frame [Fig. 4(b)]. It is hence an
inevitable consequence of Einstein’s basic postulate that two
events that occur simultaneously within the satellite frame are
no longer simultaneous within the ECEF frame. Transferred
to bistatic and multistatic SAR imaging, this means that radar
transmitters and receivers, which are perfectly synchronous
in the platform-centered frame, are no longer synchronous
in the ECEF frame where the SAR processing is typically
performed. Note that this frame-related effect is completely
independent of the choice of synchronization technique, be it
a synchronization satellite, the sync-link of TanDEM-X, or any
other method. The relativistic effect would even exist if the two
satellites transported ultrastable clocks that are synchronized
3 In the theory of relativity, this cone is commonly known as the light cone.

Fig. 4.
Space-time diagrams illustrating the nonsimultaneity of events
observed from different reference frames. (a) Observation within satellite
frame. The spherical wavefront of a pulse emitted from a virtual transmitter
(see Fig. 3) arrives at both satellites at the same time. (b) Observation
from ECEF frame. The satellites move relative to the ECEF frame, and the
wavefront arrives first at TDX and later at TSX.

only once per orbit or ideal identical clocks that needed no
synchronization at all.
B. Invariance of Space-Time Interval
In the previous section we have seen that two events that
occur at the same time in one reference frame may be no
longer synchronous in another reference frame. To quantify
the amount of nonsimultaneity, we take advantage of the
invariance of the space-time interval which is central to the
theory of relativity [23]–[25]. Assuming flat Minkowskian
space-time geometry, the space-time interval s 2 can be
written as
3

s 2 = (c · t)2 −
x i2
(1)
i=1

where t and x i denote, respectively, the time and position differences between two events as observed in a given
reference frame.4 For those with no background in spacetime physics, Appendix A has been added to provide a short
tutorial derivation of (1). From Fig. 1 it becomes clear that in
the platform centred reference frame, the space-time interval
between the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) events is given by
 2
 
(2)
s 2 = (c · t)2 −  B 
where B is the baseline vector pointing from the transmitter
satellite to the receiver satellite. Using, on the other hand, the
ECEF frame of Fig. 2 to describe the same physical situation,
the interval between these events is provided by
 r 2 
rbi 
bi
2

−  B + v ·  .
(3)
s 2 = c ·
c
c
By exploiting the invariance of the space-time interval,
(2) and (3) can be equated and one obtains
 2  r 2 
rbi 
 

bi
2
−  B + v ·  . (4)
(c · t)2 −  B  = c ·
c
c
4 For those who are familiar with the Lorentz transformations from special
relativity, it is straightforward to show that s 2 remains invariant under the
Lorentz group of linear space-time transformations.
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Solving this equation for rbi yields
2 B vc ±
rbi =




2 B vc

2


 2 
+ 4 1 − vc 
(c · t)2


 2 
2 1 − vc 

.

(5)

For platform velocities that are small compared to the speed
of light, (5) can be well approximated by
v
rbi ≈ c · t + B · .
c

(6)

The right-hand side of this equation is composed of two
terms. The first term represents the product of the speed
of light with the time difference between the Tx and Rx
events as measured in the platform frame, where radar data
acquisition and recording are performed. A user unaware of
relativistic effects would mistake this first term as a direct
measure of the bistatic range in the ECEF frame. Taking
into account the space-time structure of special relativity,
the second term emerges. This term is proportional to the
scalar product between the platform velocity vector v and
 i.e., it increases with both the alongthe baseline vector B,
track baseline between the satellites and the satellite velocity.
For a tandem satellite configuration flying with a velocity of
7.5 km/s and an along-track baseline of 1 km, the second term
amounts to a bistatic range error of 2.5 cm. This relativistic
range offset may sound small, but for an interferometric
X-band system with a wavelength of 3.1 cm, the resulting
phase error is with 290° already close to the ambiguity interval.

IV. R ELATIVITY IN TAN DEM-X
A. DEM Generation With TanDEM-X
TanDEM-X measures for each point on the ground the range
difference that arises from its bistatic radar observation from
slightly different orbit positions. Via triangulation, it is then
possible to derive a digital elevation model of the observed
scene. The required range differences can be measured by
either evaluating mutual shifts between corresponding pixels
of the two acquired radar images or by evaluating their phase
difference. The former is known as radargrammetry and its
accuracy is essentially limited by the range resolution of the
radar. The latter is known as SAR interferometry and it can
measure range differences down to a small fraction of the
wavelength. By this, a highly accurate DEM with a vertical
accuracy on the order of 1 m can be derived. A drawback of
the interferometric technique is, however, that the differential
range measurement is ambiguous with the wavelength. This
ambiguity is resolved by phase unwrapping, which exploits
the fact that the topography-induced range difference between
neighboring interferometric pixels is typically much smaller
than one-half of the wavelength. However, still one vertical
reference is required for each acquired scene to determine

Fig. 5. Predicted relativistic range offset for a typical TanDEM-X satellite
formation with a maximum radial displacement of 300 m and a resulting
variation of the along-track baseline over ±600 m. The dashed green curve
shows the relativistic offsets if TSX is selected for transmission, while the
blue dotted curve shows the predicted offsets in case that TDX is transmitting.

its absolute height.5 To avoid such a dependency on external
references, TanDEM-X uses in addition radargrammetry to
derive the unambiguous height for each scene [26]. The
accuracy of the radargrammetric DEM is about two orders
of magnitude worse than its interferometric counterpart, but it
is nevertheless more than sufficient to resolve the remaining
ambiguity in the unwrapped interferogram, since it is possible
to average over large areas [27]. Such a strategy to deal
without external height references for raw DEM generation
is an integral component of TanDEM-X and has proved quite
successful (see Section IV-D). An implicit assumption of this
approach is, however, that both the radargrammetric and the
interferometric techniques provide stable and well-calibrated
range and phase measurements without any offset variations
between different data takes. As we see in the following, an
accurate consideration of relativistic effects will be crucial to
achieve this objective.
B. Prediction of Relativistic Range Offsets
In this section, we quantify the predicted relativistic range
offsets for TanDEM-X, where the two satellites fly in a close
Helix formation [5]. The Helix formation provides not only
suitable cross-track baselines for global DEM generation but
is also characterized by a periodic variation of the along-track
separation Balong between the two satellites. For the present
context, Balong can be approximated with sufficient accuracy
by
Balong () ≈ A · cos ()
(7)
where  is the argument of latitude and A is a constant that
depends on the eccentricity offset between the satellite orbits.
Depending on the selected Helix formation, A has typically
values between 500 and 900 m.
Fig. 5 shows the predicted relativistic range offsets for
TanDEM-X as a function of latitude for A = 600 m. Note that
5 This could, in part, be the DEM from the SRTM mission, which is available
for most land surfaces between −56° S and 60° N latitude, while a sufficiently
accurate DEM is missing for higher latitudes. Note in this context that
some of the calibration strategies established for SRTM are not applicable to
TanDEM-X. An example is the use of land sea transitions, which are
prohibited in TanDEM-X due to the rather long along-track baselines, causing
both decorrelation and differential range offsets in case of water movements.
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Fig. 6. Measured radargrammetric shifts in TanDEM-X as a function of
latitude. The shifts were obtained by comparing TanDEM-X radargrammetric
DEMs to reference DEMs [this plot is from the commissioning phase and
contains also some other (but smaller) errors that have in the meantime been
corrected [30], [31]].

the sign of the shift changes by interchanging the role of the
transmitter and receiver satellites. This dependence is evident
from both (6) and Fig. 2. The magnitude of the bistatic range
error varies between +15 and −15 mm. While such an error
may be considered small for bistatic localization and image
registration, it will cause severe offsets in case of bistatic DEM
generation. As noted before, such a DEM can be generated
either radargrammetrically or interferometrically by combining
the monostatic image from the fully active transmitter with
the bistatic image recorded by the passive receiver. Assuming
that the relativistic effect can be neglected for the monostatic
image, a range difference of ±15 mm would translate in both
cases to a height error of ±24 m for a TanDEM-X acquisition
with a height of ambiguity of 50 m. From this, it becomes clear
that relativistic effects cannot be neglected in the operational
DEM generation chain of TanDEM-X.
C. Early DEM Processing Results
Fig. 6 shows the estimated radargrammetric offsets for
a set of globally distributed data takes. Each measurement
point represents the average radargrammetric range offset
obtained for a scene with a swath width of approximately
30 km and an along-track extension of 50 km. The offsets
were computed by comparing the TanDEM-X radargrammetric
DEMs with external reference DEMs. Note that these results
had been obtained with an early version of the TanDEM-X
processor that did not take into account relativistic effects. The
offsets show a characteristic dependence on both the argument
of latitude and the master satellite, i.e., the satellite that
both transmits and receives. These intricate relations caused
great confusion, and any attempts to explain this pattern by
remaining internal delays, baseline offsets, etc. failed. For
example, an uncompensated difference between the internal
delays would mainly cause a constant vertical shift of all
measurement points from each master satellite and could
neither explain the characteristic latitude dependency nor the
striking sign change by switching the master satellite. The
same reasoning applies, in principle, to baseline errors. Only
after several months of futile search did the idea come up

5

Fig. 7. TanDEM-X interferometric phase offsets as a function of latitude.
The relativistic prediction (dashed blue lines) agrees well with the measurements (crosses).

to explain the offsets by relativistic effects. From the theoretical analyses, which had been summarized in the previous
sections, it became soon clear that both the magnitude and
the characteristic change of sign fit remarkably well with the
predicted range offsets from Fig. 5. Note that Fig. 6 is from
an early mission phase and still contains some further (but
smaller) instrument-related calibration errors that have in the
meantime been corrected [30], [31].
Taking into account the relativistic correction and additional
calibration steps in the operational TanDEM-X processor, the
accuracy of the radargrammetric shifts is now in most cases
below ±5 mm where inaccuracies of the reference DEMs may
be the dominant error source.
Fig. 7 shows an even clearer dependence which can be
explained by relativistic effects. The red and green crosses
denote the interferometric phase offsets that have been
obtained by comparing the interferometric TanDEM-X DEMs
with reference DEMs.6 Besides the π-ambiguity,7 which is
also resolved in the final processor by radargrammetry, again
a clear dependence on the along-track baseline can be seen.
By comparing the measured data with the relativistic prediction, which is shown by the dashed blue lines, an excellent
agreement is obtained. It becomes again clear that relativistic
corrections are required to avoid systematic latitude-dependent
offsets in the final DEMs. Note that without the relativistic
correction, the interferometric phase values would be almost
randomly cluttered among a complete ambiguity interval.
As before, this also caused significant confusion within the
TanDEM-X engineering team in the beginning.
D. Accuracy Considerations
Several factors influence the accuracy of the absolute height
measurements. First, accurate knowledge of the satellite positions is required. Thanks to highly precise double differential
GPS evaluations, the relative orbit positions between the
6 Note that the baseline is always computed from the transmitter (master)
satellite, so that the sign flip is not visible in this figure.
7 The π -ambiguity is a consequence of the bidirectional synchronization
technique where the average of two phase values is evaluated.
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two TanDEM-X satellites are known with an accuracy of
approximately 1 mm [32]. This accuracy has, in the meantime,
been confirmed by evaluating periodically repeated DEM
acquisitions over a selected set of globally distributed test
sites which yielded for the radial and horizontal cross-track
baselines standard deviations of 1.1 and 1.3 mm, respectively [33]. Another factor that impacts the absolute height
accuracy of the elevation measurements is a difference in the
internal delays of the radar hardware of the two satellites.
This contribution has also been estimated and corrected for
with high accuracy [30]. A further (unexpected) contribution
is a differential delay caused by the slightly different signal
paths through the troposphere which cause in TanDEM-X
incident-angle-dependent height offsets in the order of
1–3 m [34]. Also for this contribution, an appropriate correction has been incorporated in the operational TanDEM-X
processor. Further error sources are noise and inaccuracies in
the bistatic synchronization system. Here, it was again shown
via repeated DEM acquisitions over the same test sites that
after accurate calibration, the synchronization accuracy meets
(or even exceeds) the specified phase accuracy of 5° [15].
Thanks to the consideration of relativistic effects and the
accurate interferometric calibration, it is now possible to meet
already for each individual data take the TanDEM-X absolute
height error requirement without using any ground references.
This greatly facilitates the DEM mosaicking process, and it
can be expected that the absolute height accuracy of the final
TanDEM-X DEM will be much better than the specified value
of 10 m thanks to the bundle block adjustment of multiple
data takes [35], [36]. The absolute height accuracy for each
individual data take proved also quite helpful to identify
potentially inappropriate height references. An example is
Greenland, where systematic height offsets in the order of
−10 m were observed between the TanDEM-X DEMs and
previously acquired ICESat laser altimetry data. Note that such
systematic offsets were absent for other areas.
V. D ISCUSSION
The relativistic corrections derived in this paper are based
on the theory of special relativity, assuming a linear translatory movement between the platform-centered and the ECEF
reference frames. To keep the analytic derivation as simple
as possible, both reference frames were moreover treated as
inertial systems, thereby neglecting secondary effects arising, e.g., from earth’s rotation. Strictly speaking, the ECEF
reference frame is a rotating coordinate system which is
accelerated with regard to an inertial reference frame, thereby
causing, e.g., light rays to no longer follow straight lines
but curved paths within this reference system. The differential effects from such a deviation are small for close
TanDEM-X-like formations, but may become important for
future satellite formations employing large cross-track and
along-track baselines. In addition, all effects from general
relativity, such as gravitational time dilation (or gravitational
redshift), which may arise from the formation flying satellites being located on different gravitational potentials, were
neglected. While these assumptions are again well justified for
the close TanDEM-X formation, such gravitational differences

may become important for bistatic and multistatic constellations that combine SAR satellites in different orbits [6].
An exact and in-depth treatment of these relativistic effects
is beyond the scope of this paper and requires advanced
mathematics like tensor calculus, differential forms, and the
solution of nonlinear differential equations [37]. A detailed
investigation of the relativistic effects for large satellite formations and constellations is therefore reserved for a future
publication.
VI. C ONCLUSION
It has been shown that relativistic effects may cause notable
errors in bistatic and multistatic SAR systems and missions.
These unexpected errors led to significant confusion when the
first bistatic TanDEM-X DEMs were systematically evaluated.
Prominent examples were the almost random distribution
of the interferometric phase due to its dependency on the
along-track baseline and the puzzling sign flip and latitude
dependency of the radargrammetric shifts. Both effects could
successfully be explained by using the theory of special relativity. The relativistic corrections from this paper have, in the
meantime, been incorporated in the operational TanDEM-X
processor [29], and the overall spread of the radargrammetric
shifts is now well below 10 mm [31].
The relativistic phase and time offsets from this paper are
not only of high importance for DEM generation with a
formation flying SAR cross-track interferometer. Formations
with multiple satellites have also been suggested for a wide
range of further remote sensing applications, ranging from
along-track interferometry for moving object and ocean current
measurements over sparse aperture ambiguity suppression and
super resolution for enhanced high-resolution wide-swath SAR
imaging up to single-pass SAR tomography for vertical structure measurements [38]–[44]. Due consideration of relativistic
effects from varying along-track baselines is again of essential
importance for these advanced bistatic and multistatic SAR
systems to avoid mutual range and phase offsets between the
received SAR signals. The phase accuracy requirements for
the combination of the different receiver signals are typically
in the order of 1° or a few degrees. For comparison, an
along-track baseline of 100 m causes in an X-band system a
relativistic phase shift in the order of several tens of degrees.
Future multistatic SAR satellite missions should therefore take
into account relativistic effects in the design of the radar
synchronization system and/or the SAR processor to avoid a
possible performance loss.
A PPENDIX
This appendix is intended to provide the nonphysicist with
a short and easy-to-comprehend introduction to the space-time
interval and its invariance under linear space-time coordinate
transformations. The basic idea for this derivation is taken
from [45]. We consider two events A and B that are separated
in space by x and y and in time by t. Let us further
assume that the temporal separation t between the events is
equal to the time it takes for a radar pulse or photon to travel
from A to B via a dedicated mirror as illustrated in Fig. 8.
The photon’s travelled path is shown by the two red arrows,
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Note that we refer in (8) and (9) to the same physical events
A and B which are only observed from different reference
frames moving relative to each other along the x-axis. We
may then resolve (8) and (9) for the term (2h − y)2 which
remains constant for all linear movements along the x-axis
and equate both equations to obtain the following fundamental
relationship:




c2 t 2 − x 2 = c2 t 2 − x 2 .

(10)

An extension of (10) to three spatial dimensions and arbitrary
linear observer movements yields then
c2 t 2 −

3




x i2 = c2 t 2 −

i=1

Fig. 8. Derivation of the invariance of the space-time interval. The red
arrows show the path of a photon connecting the events A and B via a mirror
at vertical position h. The photon’s path length ct can be expressed via the
Pythagorean theorem in terms of x, y, and h as illustrated by the grey
dashed lines.

3




x i 2

(11)

i=1

where x i with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the spatial separation
between the two events. The invariant terms on the leftand right-hand sides are commonly known as the space-time
interval s 2 . The reader interested in a more detailed analytic
derivation of (11) may, e.g., consult [46, Ch. I] which proves
that the space-time interval remains invariant under linear
coordinate transformations.
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